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CVS Gets Green Light For $34M Wage Action
Settlement
By Sindhu Sundar

Law360, New York (December 09, 2011, 10:01 PM ET) -- A Rhode Island federal judge
granted preliminary approval Friday to CVS Pharmacy Inc.’s $34 million class action
settlement with employees in 11 wage-and-hour suits accusing the pharmacy services
provider of failing to pay proper overtime to assistant store managers.

U.S. District Judge John J. McConnell had previously raised questions about the fairness of
the settlement Nov. 30, asking the parties to explain why they had proposed that the
unclaimed settlement funds be returned to the CVS defendants instead of either being
divided among the class members or donated to a charitable fund to promote the interests of
class members.

But the judge approved the proposed settlement after the plaintiffs explained in their Dec. 7
response that the plaintiffs’ Fair Labor Standards Act claims were opt-in and that employees
who do not join the case can retain their FLSA claims against CVS, allowing them to
separately sue the company even after the settlement.

“The settlement structure here achieves a balance between providing fair settlement
compensation to participating class members based on the length of their employment as
assistant store managers, while protecting CVS in the event it needs to defend unreleased
FLSA claims from putative class members who do not join in the future,” the parties said.

The parties added that they had agreed to include provisions that urge participation in the
settlement, noting wage-and-hour settlements usually have higher claims rates than other
class action settlements because employment records precisely indicate who would belong in
the settlement class.

Judge McConnell had also asked the plaintiffs to determine the total amount at issue and the
amount of legal reserves that CVS Caremark Corp. had put together to cover the planned
settlement payments.

The parties responded that the plaintiffs on average worked 51 hours a week for 44 weeks a
year, and said the value of the claims for the unpaid overtime being settled would be roughly
$69 million, but that it was a best-case estimate in a potential recovery that has to factor in
several legal contingencies.

That figure assumes, among other things, that all of the more than 12,000 class members
would join in the class action, when only 12 percent joined the five actions that were
conditionally certified as collective actions in the litigation, the parties said.

“In effect, the numbers presented herein assume that the sun would have been shining all
the time, everywhere, on the plaintiffs’ efforts,” the parties said.
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The proposed settlement consolidates 10 suits with that of another lawsuit brought against
CVS in February 2009 by Boynton Beach, Fla., resident William Nash, who claimed the
company had not paid proper overtime to Nash and other assistant store managers in
violation of the FLSA.

The settlement includes both FLSA claims and state law claims, according to the plaintiffs.

A representative for CVS and an attorney for the plaintiffs did not immediately respond to
requests for comment Friday.

A final fairness hearing to grant final approval to the settlement will be held April 2, 2012,
according to the order.

The plaintiffs are represented by Peter Wasylyk of the Law Offices of Peter N. Wasylyk, Seth
Lesser and Fran Rudich of Klafter Olsen & Lesser LLP, Justin Swartz of Outten & Golden LLP,
Gregg Shavitz of The Shavitz Law Group PA, and Kathleen Chavez of Chavez Law Firm PC,
among others.

The defendants are represented by Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP.

The case is Nash v. CVS Caremark Corp. et al., case number 1:09-cv-00079, in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Rhode Island.

--Editing by Elizabeth Bowen.
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